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RE:  Transmittal Letter for Forensic Investigation Report 
 
Dear Mr. Fletcher:  
 
Accompanying this letter, please find our preliminary report in connection with the forensic investigation 
services provided to you and the National Council of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation. 
 
We conducted this engagement in accordance with consulting standards established by the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants.  The services do not constitute a rendering by Grant Thornton LLP, or its 
partners or staff, of any legal advice, nor do they include the compilation, review or audit of financial 
statements.  Because the services were limited in nature and scope, they cannot be relied upon to discover all 
documents and other information, or provide all analyses, that may be of importance in this matter.  Had we 
performed additional procedures, other matters might have come to our attention that would have been 
reported to you.   
 
The information supporting our analysis was obtained during the performance of our procedures and 
through discussions with Muscogee (Creek) Nation officials, management, employees and other parties.  
Unless otherwise noted in the accompanying report, we have not performed any procedures to corroborate 
the completeness or accuracy of the information or the explanations provided to us.  As discussed with you at 
the meeting on February 19, 2015, the National Council of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation directed us to cease 
our investigation and prepare a report with our findings at that time.  As a result of this direction, we have 
not performed all investigation procedures contemplated.  We await your further direction to proceed on any 
further investigations.     
 
This report contains potentially sensitive and confidential information proprietary to the Muscogee (Creek) 
Nation.  It is restricted for the use by the National Council of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation; however, this 
restriction is not intended to limit distribution after acceptance by the National Council, at which time this 
report may become a public record of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
GRANT THORNTON LLP  
 
 

   
 

   
Michael A. Fahlman 
Partner      

 
 
 
 
June 29,  2015 
 
Mr. Zeke Fletcher 
Fletcher, PLLC 
Boji Tower 
124 W. Allegan Street, Suite 400 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 
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Assignment and Background 

Grant Thornton LLP (“Grant Thornton”, “we”, “our”) was engaged by Mr. Zeke Fletcher of Fletcher Law PLLC 
(“Mr. Fletcher”) at the direction of the National Council of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation (the “National Council”) 
to perform forensic accounting analysis and investigations to evaluate the financial transactions of the following 
six areas of the sovereign Muscogee (Creek) Nation (the “Nation”) during the calendar years 2012 and 2013: 

 Office of the Second Chief 

 Office of the Controller 

 Office of the Principal Chief 

 Department of Housing (limited to the expenditure sourced from “Proceeds of Sale”) 

 National Council 

 Muscogee Nation Business Enterprises (“MNBE”) including the Trade & Commerce Authority (“TCA”) 
and Muscogee International (“MI”) 

The stated purpose of these investigations was to assess the potential for and identify abnormal financial activity 
for these departments during the periods in scope.  If abnormal activity was identified, it was requested that Grant 
Thornton identify, to the extent possible, the cause and consequence of that activity and the quantification of such 
activity. 

It is Grant Thornton’s understanding that the predication for the analysis and investigation of these departments 
was a result of the discovery of alleged fraudulent activity in the Office of the Second Chief.  Grant Thornton 
understands that stemming from the issues in the Second Chief’s office, the National Council judgmentally 
selected the above areas for further investigation based on its assessment of quantitative and qualitative risk 
factors. 

During the course of the investigation, Grant Thornton was requested to analyze and report on other specific, ad 
hoc items within these departments stemming from our discussions with the National Council during the process.  
The findings of these additional analyses are addressed throughout the body of this report.  
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Summary of Findings and Observations 

Grant Thornton was retained to perform forensic accounting analysis and investigations to evaluate the financial 
transactions of six areas of the Nation.  Our assignment included analysis of accounting records and general ledger 
data, analysis of over 4,500 pages of supporting transaction documentation, conducting over 30 interviews, and 
limited analysis of electronically stored information (“ESI”) such as emails.  Our assignment resulted in the 
analysis of approximately $165 million in expenditures for calendar years 2012 and 2013.  The “Scope” section of 
this report and in particular the Limitations of Scope portion of that section forms an integral part of this summary of 
findings and observations and should be read in conjunction with this section. 

In brief, the results of our analysis and investigative assignment are outlined by area below: 
 

 Office of the Second Chief:   
During our investigation, we noted instances of possible waste and abuse in the Office of the Second 
Chief that may or may not have been identified through recent investigations by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (“FBI”).  These included the following:  

o Abnormal use of petty cash disbursements and money order purchases which were recorded as 
“Direct Assistance” or “Donations” and that may have been excessive, may not have had a 
business purpose, or lacked adequate supporting documentation. 

o Purchases made by employees of the Office of the Second Chief with the Nation’s funds that 
were for personal benefit, or there was no apparent reasonable connection to a business reason. 

o During interviews, it was alleged that the Second Chief may have awarded vendor contracts for 
services to the Nation based on that vendor’s level of campaign contributions.  

o Additional allegations were also raised to Grant Thornton of excessive travel by employees of the 
Office of the Second Chief, as well as allegations of department employees abusing “work from 
home” policies.   

 
 Office of the Controller:   

Through the course of our investigation, concerns were raised as to the strength and adequacy of the 
expenditure review process undertaken by the Office of the Controller prior to the approval and 
processing of payments: 

o A number of vendor invoices and travel reimbursements were approved by the Office of the 
Controller without appropriate levels of supporting documentation and scrutiny by way of 
review.  

o Instances where the Office of the Controller was aware of expenditures originally recorded for 
the Office of the Principal Chief, but then subsequently transferred to other departments to 
position the Office of the Principal Chief under budgeted limits. 

o Instances where the Office of the Controller was aware of the coding or “splitting” of vendor 
expenditure to different lines within the departmental budgets with the potential to avoid 
exceeding line item budget limits or further scrutiny by the National Council. 
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o Our investigation also revealed that some period of time elapsed between the Office of the 
Controller becoming aware of the potential abuse occurring within the Office of the Second 
Chief and the Controller referring the matter to the Office of the Attorney General.  

 
 Office of the Principal Chief:   

Our analysis and investigation into the Office of the Principal Chief revealed instances in which the 
Principal Chief executed agreements with a number of consultants and vendors, wherein the agreements 
could be described as lacking sufficient detail of the scope of services or value to be provided to the 
Nation. 

o Instances were noted where invoices provided for these contracts were presented with varying 
levels of detail and a number were on a retainer basis where payment was made to the consultant 
on a monthly basis without further details as to the services provided, hours worked, or additional 
detail of benefits to the Nation. 

o The arrangements and treatment of some consultants could cause a “blurring” of the delineation 
between consultants (i.e. outside vendors) and employees of the Nation. 

o Allegations were also raised to Grant Thornton during the course of interview that the Office of 
the Principal Chief may have awarded vendor contracts based on their level or campaign 
contributions. 

o Further allegations were raised to us of excessive travel by the Office of the Principal Chief as 
well as allegations that the Principal Chief has personally benefited from business dealings of the 
Nation via the Tulsa Riverwalk and OneFire ventures. 

 
 Department of Housing:   

Grant Thornton was directed to limit the analysis of the expenditures for the Department of Housing to 
those funds sourced from “Proceeds of Sale”.  Our analysis of these expenditures and supporting 
documentation indicates these expenditures are related to the mission of the Department of Housing 
programs.  The following allegations were also raised to Grant Thornton: inappropriate benefits, abuse of 
the Housing waitlists, conflicts of interest within the department, and excessive travel by department 
employees.  Our analysis of ESI (e.g., email) to date has not revealed evidence to corroborate these 
allegations. 

 
 National Council:   

Allegations raised to Grant Thornton during the assignment were related to possible excessive travel 
undertaken by the National Council, inappropriate reimbursement for vehicle mileage, and conflicts of 
interest.   Our investigations identified instances of inadequate support for travel expenses and inadequate 
oversight regarding the reimbursement process for mileage reimbursement.  

 
 Muscogee Nation Business Enterprises:   

Analysis of expenditure and supporting documentation indicate that expenditures by MNBE, MI, and the 
TCA appear to be valid and legitimate with adequate supporting documentation.  Our analysis of credit 
card activity by MNBE related to travel, entertainment, and other related business expenditure indicates 
that a lack of policies at MNBE may be leading to expenditures by MNBE employees that is different 
from employees of the Nation and may not have been in compliance under comparable Nation policies 
and procedures. 
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Scope 

The scope of financial activity during the 2012 and 2013 calendar years conducted through the six areas of the 
Nation selected by the National Council for investigation is broad.  The operations of these areas are diverse in 
nature, represent hundreds of millions of dollars in expenditures, numerous employees and vendors, and a large 
volume of hardcopy and electronic information. 

This meant that the task of setting the scope had to rely heavily on a qualitative risk assessment.  This qualitative 
risk assessment took into consideration observations made by a number of Nation employees and contractors.  
We performed our work in a multi-phase process as follows: 

 Phase I:  Information Gathering and Planning 

 Phase II: Preliminary Investigation and Analysis 

 Phase III:  Detailed Forensic Analysis (limited procedures performed) 

 Phase IV:  Reporting to National Council 

In connection with our services, we obtained an understanding of the history of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation and 
the events leading up to the request for the forensic investigation.  We then requested information available 
through the Nation and various government offices to perform our procedures, including without limitation 
official records, agreements, Nation financial statements and records, ESI such as emails, and other materials.  In 
addition, we interviewed Nation officials, management and employees.   

Limitations of Scope 
In certain cases, we were unable to obtain requested information, financial records or interview persons believed 
to have information potentially relevant to our work.   

Where the information has not been supplied or is deficient, or the scope of our analysis was specifically focused 
by instruction, this limits the scope of this report.  These instances have been further described through the body 
of this report.  In particular, Grant Thornton was significantly limited in its ability to collect and analyze ESI 
during Phase III of the investigation.  This is a scope limitation that is described more fully below in “Email 
Analysis” in the “Procedures Narrative” section of our report.  As such, the findings and observations in this 
report remain subject to further investigation or information being made available.  

Forensic accounting and investigation requires professional judgment regarding, among other matters, the nature, 
timing and extent of procedures to be performed; the weight, quality and reliability of evidential matter; and the 
cost versus benefit of acquiring and testing evidence.  The information referenced herein was obtained during the 
performance of our procedures and through discussions with persons believed to be knowledgeable about the 
matters under analysis and investigation. 
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Unless otherwise noted herein, we may not have performed any procedures to corroborate the completeness or 
accuracy of the information or the explanations provided to us.  This report contains sensitive and confidential 
information proprietary to the Nation, and distribution of this information is strongly discouraged.   

The services of Grant Thornton were provided in accordance with the Statement on Standards for Consulting 
Services promulgated by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and, accordingly, do not 
constitute a rendering by Grant Thornton or its partners or staff of any legal advice, nor does this include the 
compilation, review or audit of financial statements. Also, because the services were limited in nature and scope, 
these cannot be relied upon to discover all documents and other information or provide all analyses that may be of 
importance in this matter. 

Had Grant Thornton performed additional procedures or had we performed an “audit” in accordance with 
applicable accounting standards, other matters might have come to our attention that would have been reported. 

We have not set forth to determine, nor does this report document, any legal opinions, interpretations or 
conclusions related to statute, contract, constitutional or any other laws or regulations. 
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Procedures Narrative 

An investigative accounting assignment relies on the tools of inquiry, observation and testing.  The goal is to 
develop a fully documentable transaction trail for the events that are scrutinized.  Such a trail, if complete, may 
confirm or refute that a specific event was not part of ordinary and customary business practices and benefited a 
Nation employee or citizen in an unauthorized personal manner (effectively “abnormal activity” or a “bad act”).  
Refuting that a specific event was not a bad act does not serve to prove that all activities of a given employee or 
citizen were within acceptable business conduct but merely demonstrates that the one event analyzed was not of 
an improper nature. 

The investigative procedures performed entailed the following: 

 Interviews 

 Transactional analysis of accounting system data (particularly general ledger or “GL” data) 

 Inquiries and testing of other items such as the pattern and transactional analysis of specific consultants 

 Limited email analysis  

Interviews 
Throughout the course of the investigation, Grant Thornton conducted over 30 interviews and discussions with 
the individuals outlined in following table.  The nature and timing of the interviews and discussions, as well as the 
number of interviews and discussions with each individual, varied depending upon the individual’s position, 
relevant knowledge, and association to items under investigation. When considered appropriate, interviews were 
conducted with former employees.  

Name  Title  Office 

Robyn Whitecloud  Finance Officer  National Council 

Thomas Yahola  Speaker  National Council 

Roger Wiley  Attorney General  Office of the Attorney General 

Judy Haumpy  Manager of OMB  Office of the Controller 

Patricia Kilian  Assistant Controller  Office of the Controller 

Regina Lowe  Supervisory Payroll Accountant  Office of the Controller 

Lisa Powell  Procurement Specialist  Office of the Controller 

James Pratt  Controller  Office of the Controller 

Marcus Vega  Director of Finance & Accounting  Office of the Controller 

Melinda Deeringwater  Systems Operator  Office of the Secretary of Housing 
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Name  Title  Office 

Brad Fox  Director  Office of the Secretary of Housing 

Debbie Hefner  Budget and Contract Manager  Office of the Secretary of Housing 

Greg Walker  Personnel Specialist  Office of the Tribal Administrator 

Jerry Wilson  Tribal Administrator  Office of the Tribal Administrator 

Woody Anderson  Chief Executive Officer  Muscogee Nation Business Enterprise 

Lisa Harris  Chief Financial Office  Muscogee Nation Business Enterprise 

Kim Partins  Former Employee/Contractor  Muscogee Nation Business Enterprise 

Vivian Pope  Chief Operations Officer  Muscogee Nation Business Enterprise 

 
Interview conversations were considered for significant or recurrent themes regarding potential for abnormal 
financial activity for the departments within scope.   
 
In a number of instances, allegations were raised through interview of possible abnormal financial activity where 
the interviewee could provide no definitive assertion or a written statement affirming direct knowledge of a 
provable, supportable bad act or abnormal financial activity.  For the purposes of inclusiveness, we have 
documented these allegations in our findings in this report although we may not have performed any procedures 
to corroborate the completeness or accuracy of these explanations provided to us.  However, the accumulated 
commentary provided guidance in how to direct analysis of transactions and ESI.  
 
Transactional Analysis of GL Data 
The forensic accounting investigation incorporated analysis of general ledger accounting data for calendar years 
2012 and 2013 (January 1, 2012 – December 31, 2013).  Approximately $165 million in expenditures was analyzed 
across the six departmental areas within scope.   

The analysis of the general ledger data focused on identifying transactions that appeared to be of “high” 
quantitative risk.  Quantitative risk assessment often comes through performing analytical procedures on data 
populations.  Patterns are sought, particularly those that suggest activity that is anomalous to expected “normal” 
business behavior or in violation of established organizational policies and procedures.  Non-conforming practices 
often represent a means for an individual or individuals to derive unauthorized benefits from operations of the 
Nation. 

The testing approach included 1) analyzing data for each of the six departmental areas in scope individually and 2) 
analyzing all areas in aggregate.  Various data analytical tests were conducted to identify transactions from the 
general ledger for further examination and inquiry.  In addition to these quantitative tests, information obtained 
from interviews was utilized to identify further transactions and activity of potentially “high” qualitative risk. 

Supporting documentation was requested for expenditures and reimbursements that appeared to be unusual or of 
“higher” quantitative or qualitative risk based on the analytical testing conducted.  The supporting documentation 
was examined with the intent of identifying the underlying business purpose of the transaction and confirming to 
the extent possible the veracity of the transaction.  Over 4,500 pages of documentation was produced as 
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supporting documentation for the transactions selected for further examination and included but was not limited 
to the following types of documentation: 

 Vendor invoices  Expense reimbursements 

 Vendor contracts  Travel authorization and expense reports 

 Expenditure approval documentation  Credit and debit card statements 

 Check copies and wire details  Receipts, purchase orders, dockets, etc. 

 Program budgets and budget modifications 
 

 Bank statements 

 Passed legislation for areas in scope 
 

 
Analysis of Other Items 
Other procedures were carried out as part of the investigation process as considered necessary.  These steps were 
conducted in response to additional risks being identified during the primary testing efforts or at the specific 
direction of the National Council.  These specific procedures included such work as the following: 

 Analysis of Consultants:  In addition to the above expenditure testing, Grant Thornton was requested 
by the National Council to perform inquiries and analysis on consultants included in the expenditure 
amounts within scope.  We were specifically instructed to focus on those consulting contracts authorized 
by the Office of the Principal Chief.  A volume of consulting contracts and expenditure of this nature was 
identified through interviews and general ledger analysis for further assessment.  We understand that the 
Office of the Principal Chief may have had a role in the authorization of consultants for OneFire or other 
entities outside the current scope of our assignment.  Due to the limitation of scope in relation to Email 
Analysis and access to ESI as further described below, we were unable to perform further procedures to 
quantify or further analyze these possible consultant arrangements. 
 

 Examination of HR Files:  Human Resources files for select employees were examined.  The employees 
were selected based on an analysis of payroll data and other risk factors.  

 Policies and Procedures:  The investigation also included examination of policies and procedures for 
the areas within scope.  The policies and procedures were considered throughout our testing and 
interviews. 

Email Analysis 
Inspection and analysis of ESI including emails comprised the vast majority of our detailed forensic analysis 
(Phase III of our scope).  Through this work, we sought to obtain and examine a number of email accounts to 
further substantiate or refute concerns arising from the initial interviews, analysis of documents, and analysis of 
accounting system information. 
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Grant Thornton’s access to obtain ESI and emails from the Nation’s servers was limited by direction of the Office 
of the Principal Chief.  The following summarizes the timeline of events surrounding the collection of ESI by 
Grant Thornton: 

 Grant Thornton arrived onsite at the Nation’s information technology (“IT”) department the morning of 
January 20, 2015.  At that time we were informed that we would be provided access to the Nation’s email 
system and access to copy ESI. 

 Shortly thereafter, we learned that the Nation’s IT department had discussed the obtaining of ESI with 
Principal Chief Tiger and other personnel at the Nation.  As a result of these discussions, we were denied 
access to the Nation’s ESI. 

 We conducted a meeting with Principal Chief Tiger on the afternoon of January 20, 2015 to discuss his 
concerns about accessing the ESI.  As a result of this meeting, Principal Chief Tiger agreed to provide 
Grant Thornton access to specific ESI if we could provide a letter detailing the specific electronic 
information being requested (the “ESI Letter”).  Grant Thornton provided the ESI Letter to Principal 
Chief Tiger immediately following the meeting. 

 Principal Chief Tiger signed and acknowledged the ESI Letter on January 20, 2015 authorizing Grant 
Thornton to access the requested ESI.  Grant Thornton immediately went to the Nation’s IT department 
offices to begin copying the ESI including images of several laptops.  Grant Thornton made arrangements 
to return to the Nation’s IT department to obtain copies of further ESI the evening of January 20, 2015 to 
avoid any disruption to the operations of the Nation during regular business hours. 

 Upon return the evening of January 20, 2015, Grant Thornton was informed by the Nation’s IT 
department that at the instruction of Principal Chief Tiger we were not to be provided access to any 
further ESI information until further notice from Principal Chief Tiger. 

 Therefore, we continued our work by meeting with MNBE and MI about the collection of ESI for these 
entities.  MNBE and MI immediately provided full access to all of their email records and allowed Grant 
Thornton to make copies of their computers. 

 Ultimately on January 22, 2015, we were informed by the Nation’s IT department that Principal Chief 
Tiger had met with some of his staff and they had concluded that we would not be allowed access to 
further ESI including the Nation’s email server. 

Prior to halt by Principal Chief Tiger, Grant Thornton was able to obtain and process for further examination, the 
email accounts and hard drives for a limited number of custodians.  Specifically, the information obtained was 
comprised of:  

 Hard drives images for seven current and former employees of the Nation:  

o 4 from the Office of the Second Chief  

o 1 from the Department of Housing 
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o 1 from the Office of the Controller   

o 1 from the Department of Interior Affairs 

 Hard drive images for two employees and email server information of MNBE 

For the email accounts and computer hard drive images obtained, Grant Thornton performed keyword searches 
of the email files obtained for current and former employees of the Nation and MNBE.  This search identified a 
number of emails and attachments relevant to the scope of Grant Thornton’s investigation.  However, as a result 
of the limited ESI obtained, the scope of our keyword search of emails was limited.  Additional relevant emails 
and attachments may have been identified had Grant Thornton been provided access to additional ESI such as the 
email servers of the Nation or images of hard drives of additional departments such as the Office of the Principal 
Chief.  

Our keyword searches returned approximately 120,000 documents for further possible analysis, of which, Grant 
Thornton analyzed approximately 17,000 documents or 14%.  
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Details of Findings and Observations by Area 

Office of the Second Chief 
During our investigation, we noted instances of possible waste and abuse that may or may not have been identified 
through recent investigations of the FBI.  These included the following:  

Abnormal use of Petty Cash 
The transaction and handling of cash carries a significant and serious risk of misappropriation when dealt with as 
part of a governmental organization.  For this reason, cash and petty cash transactions should have an appropriate 
level of controls and oversight to securely hold and issue cash only to authorized parties. 

Grant Thornton noted that the volume of petty cash transactions was significantly higher for the Office of the 
Second Chief during the 2012 and 2013 financial years as compared to other departments within the scope of our 
investigation.  Generally, petty cash is a small amount of discretionary funds in the form of cash used for 
expenditures where it is not sensible to make disbursements by check, because of the inconvenience and costs of 
writing, signing, and then cashing the check.  In further analysis of the detailed activity coded to the accounting 
system as petty cash transactions, we identified 54 petty cash transactions (refer to Appendix 1 for detail) totaling 
over $95,000 between March 2012 and November 2013 in the general ledger.  Thirty-nine (39) of these 
transactions we coded in the accounting systems as related to “Direct Assistance” and 15 were coded to either 
“Donations” or “Charitable Contributions”.   

Based on our understanding of the cash handling processes in place at the Nation during this period, these 
transactions represent over $95,000 that was requested by personnel of the Office of the Second Chief at the 
Office of the Controller via Petty Cash Vouchers.  Funds were then distributed by the Office of the Controller 
under the premise that detailed supporting documentation would be provided at a later date to support the 
transactions.   

We obtained and analyzed the supporting documentation for a select number of these transactions.  A majority of 
these disbursements were made in round dollar amounts (i.e. $300, $400, and $500). In addition, multiple cash 
draws totaling thousands of dollars were made by the Office of the Second Chief on the same day.  The 
supporting documentation indicated that these petty cash withdrawals were reportedly related to the following 
types of requests:  

 Emergency travel expenses due to extenuating circumstances 

 Emergency assistance due to an extenuating circumstance 

 Emergency financial assistance 

For the selection of transactions examined, there did not appear to be sufficient supporting documentation 
retained to verify that the petty cash funds requested were utilized for their intended business purpose or recipient.  
Refer to Appendix 1.1 for an example of supporting documentation for a petty cash transaction which does not 
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appear to have sufficient documentation.  Based on all of these factors, we consider the petty cash activity of the 
Office of the Second Chief to be abnormal.  

Money Orders 
We understand that money orders, to a certain degree, can effectively be treated as cash once purchased and 
therefore also require an appropriate level of oversight and control, if not very limited usage.  Similar to petty cash, 
Grant Thornton noted that the volume of money order purchases was significantly higher for the Office of the 
Second Chief during the 2012 and 2013 financial years as compared to other departments within the scope of our 
investigation.   

We identified 102 transactions (refer to Appendix 2 for detail) totaling over $64,000 between March 2012 and 
December 2013 in the general ledger transactions of the Office of the Second Chief described as “Wal-Mart” that 
appear to be the purchase of money orders.  These transactions were coded to “Direct Assistance”, “Donations/ 
Charitable Contributions”, and “Expenses”.  

We obtained and analyzed the supporting documentation for select number of these transactions.  A majority of 
these disbursements were made in round dollar amounts with incremental charges for the money order processing 
fees of $0.70 (i.e. $700.70, $500.70, $1,401.40, etc).  It appears that on a number of occasions that multiple money 
order purchases totaling thousands of dollars were made by the Office of the Second Chief either on the same day 
or sequential calendar days.   

We were advised that there are certain check cashing vendors that will not accept or cash checks from the Nation.  
Therefore, money orders may have been utilized by the Office of the Second Chief as a method of distribution of 
Direct Assistance funds in place of check to citizens of the Nation in these instances. 

For the selection of transactions examined, there did not appear to be sufficient supporting documentation 
retained to verify that the money orders purchased were utilized for their intended business purpose or recipient.  
Appendix 2.1 for an example of a money order transaction which did not appear to have sufficient supporting 
documentation. Based on all of these factors, we consider the petty cash activity of the Office of the Second Chief 
to be abnormal. 

Purchases for Personal Benefit 
Our analysis of expenditure identified a number of purchase transactions that may have been for the personal 
benefit of personnel in the Office of the Second Chief.   

Transactions of this nature included purchases from such vendors as Apple, Amazon, Walmart, and sporting 
goods retailers.  Examples of items which we were not able to verify a legitimate business purpose included 
purchases of computer accessories, high-end laptop carrying cases, backpacks, professional sporting team 
merchandise, amongst other items. Refer to Appendix 3 for an example of an Apple purchase transaction for 
which we were not able to verify a legitimate business purpose.  

Other Findings  
Through the course of the investigation, other allegations arose that were in relation to the Office of the Second 
Chief.  We have presented these additional items here for completeness but have not performed procedures to 
corroborate the completeness or accuracy of the allegations provided to us except as noted: 
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 Allegations of Inappropriate Awarding of Contracts: During our investigation, allegations were 
presented to us during interviews that the Office of the Second Chief was awarding contracts and 
consulting arrangements to vendors based on their level of campaign contributions. We included specific 
keyword searches related to this topic in our analysis of the limited volume of ESI obtained (which 
excluded the former Second Chief).  No emails examined to date resulting from these keywords 
supported these allegations. 

 Allegations of “Excessive” Travel:  During our investigation, allegations were raised that various 
members of the Office of Second the Chief were involved with excessive travel that is not supported by 
appropriate business reason documentation (i.e. conference agendas, etc.).  In our transactional and 
expense reimbursement testing, instances of inadequate support for travel expenses from the Office of 
the Second Chief were noted.  

 Allegations of “Work from Home” Policy Abuse: During our investigation, we became aware of 
allegations that employees in the Second Chief’s office were abusing “work from home” policies and 
essentially not performing “any work”. We included specific keyword searches related to this topic in our 
analysis of the limited volume of ESI obtained.  No emails examined to date resulting from these 
keywords supported these allegations. 

At the time of this report, we have not expanded our investigation to include interviewing current or former 
members of the Office of the Second Chief.  

Office of the Controller 
Through the course of our investigation, concerns were raised as to the strength and adequacy of the expenditure 
review process undertaken by the Office of the Controller prior to the approval and processing of payments.  In 
particular, the following areas of concern were identified: 

Vendor Payments 
Examination of the supporting documentation for expenditure and discussions with both the Controller and 
Assistant Controller indicate that payments to vendors were approved by the Office of the Controller without an 
adequate level of scrutiny.   

A number of invoices and other disbursements which were approved by the Office of the Controller for payment, 
but appeared to lack appropriate supporting documentation or departmental level approvals, were presented by 
Grant Thornton to the Controller for discussion.  The Controller acknowledged that additional oversight was 
needed in this area. 

Travel Reimbursement 
Multiple travel expenses were approved for reimbursement by the Office of the Controller without the proper 
department supervisor approval on the Travel Authorization form.  In addition, reimbursements from the Office 
of the Principal Chief, Office of the Second Chief, and the National Council were approved by the Office of the 
Controller without the necessary documents as outlined in the Travel Policies of the Nation.  Per the Travel 
Policies, proper documentation includes department level approvals and retaining of receipts, conference agendas, 
or other documentation supporting the “business purpose” of the travel, amongst other requirements. 
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Concerns were also raised to the Controller as to potential abuse of the Nation’s Citibank credit cards by Cabinet 
members of the Nation.  In particular, concerns were raised about the following types of abuse: 

 Charging banquet tickets for others when on travel status 
 Charging hotel rooms not within the Federal Travel Guidelines cost 
 Not providing receipts for charges 
 Charging meals for self and others while not in travel status 
 Charging hotel rooms while not in travel status  

 
We presented these concerns of potential abuse by Cabinet members at a status meeting with the National Council 
on February 19, 2015.  Subsequent to this meeting, the National Council requested that we stop further 
investigative work and prepare a report with our preliminary findings.  As such, we have not had the opportunity 
to further investigate these allegations related the Cabinet or any actions taken by the Controller to remediate 
potential abuse. 

Expenditure Transfers between Departments 
Our investigation indicates that the Office of the Controller was aware of the transfer of expenditures between 
Programs (or departments) that may have been for the purposes of circumventing budget limits or oversight 
controls.   

In particular, it was identified that accounting entries were used to re-class expenditures in excess of $275,000 
from the Office of the Principal Chief to Tribal Construction.  The amounts transferred related to invoices that 
were paid to Centennial Tribal Solutions for consulting, office management, and inspection services.  We also 
noted one Centennial Tribal invoice for $25,000 that was charged directly to Department of Housing.  Employees 
of the Department of Housing interviewed could not recall the business purpose or reason for coding this 
transaction to that department.  

The Controller initially indicated to Grant Thornton through an interview that these transfers were the result of 
some kind of “gentlemen’s agreement” between Principal Chief Tiger and the head of Tribal Construction where 
this transfer would take place unilaterally at the request of Principal Chief Tiger.  Later the Controller revised his 
comments to clarify that the transfer took place at the agreement of both parties. 

It appeared from interviews and data analytics that the transfer of expenditures could represent an attempt to 
circumvent budget limits or controls.  Potentially these transfers have been utilized as a mechanism to expend 
more funds than budgeted for the Office of the Principal Chief without proceeding through the formal budget 
modification process which involves the National Council. 

“Splitting” of Expenditure between Budget Line Items 
During the investigation, we found that the Office of the Controller was aware of the “splitting” of expenditures 
for the same type of goods or services from a vendor between multiple line items of a budget.  These instances 
were noted in the Office of the Principal Chief. 

As an example, Capitol Gains, a consultant contracted by the Office of the Principal Chief, was paid a total of 
$78,000 in the calendar year 2013.  Information in the general ledger indicates that this spending was coded to or 
“split” between three different budget line items being “Contractual>5k”, “Legal Services”, and “Litigation 
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Services” as detailed in the following table.  To our knowledge, there was no change in the type or description of 
services of services provided by Capitol Gains in their invoices during this period. 

Office   Source of Funds 
Use of Funds: 

Budget Line Item  
2013 

Principal Chief  MCN Gaming (108560)  Contractual > 5k   $               58,500  

Principal Chief  Litigation and Lobbying (108230)  Legal Services > 5k   $               13,000  

Principal Chief  MCN Gaming (108560)  Litigation Services   $                 6,500  

      Total   $               78,000  

 
This budget “splitting” or coding of the payments to one vendor across multiple budget line items (or at times 
between multiple departments) also appears to have occurred for other consultant expenditure such as Jennings 
David Colbert, Campbell & Tiger, PLLC and others as detailed at Appendix 4. 

We understand that there is some level of discretion in the coding of expenditure to different line items of a 
budget as the nature of expenditure for certain goods or services could be classified differently based on 
interpretation.  However, based upon interviews with the Office of the Controller, we understand that this practice 
of “splitting” may have occurred to avoid exceeding line item budget limits or further scrutiny by the National 
Council. 

Knowledge of Misconduct and Potential Issues in the Office of the Second Chief 
Our investigation indicates that the Office of the Controller was aware of potential issues with expenditures in the 
Office of the Second Chief for some period of time prior to referring the matter to the Office of the Attorney 
General. 

Our discussions with the Controller indicated that he was concerned about the controls in place around the 
program to distribute “Direct Assistance” from the Office of the Second Chief from initiation of the program in 
early calendar year 2012.  The Controller advised that on several occasions he offered to assist in the Office of the 
Second Chief in implementing a robust process and controls to ensure appropriate supporting documentation 
would be retained and accountability would be established for the transactions; however, these efforts were 
refused by the Office of the Second Chief according to the Controller.   

On numerous occasions between initiation of the Direct Assistance program and mid calendar year 2012, the 
Office of the Controller attempted to obtain supporting documentation from the Office of the Second Chief 
without avail.  The Controller advised that he notified the National Council of the inadequacy of documentation 
being received by his office around July or August of 2012 when the supplemental budget appropriations for 
Direct Assistance were occurring.  The Office of the Controller issued the Office of the Second Chief a 
“permanent” debit card to attempt to better monitor the expenditure occurring out of that office in around mid-
2012. 

We have been advised that the Controller went to Principal Chief Tiger to express his concern as ATM and other 
charges began to mount on this debit card in mid to late calendar year 2013.  The Controller advised that there was 
mutual concern but he believed no further action was taken by Principal Chief Tiger.  The Controller did not 
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approach the Office of the Attorney General with concerns around the expenditure until around April or May of 
2014. 

Permanent Fund – Net Funds Available discrepancy  
During the investigation, the National Council requested that we inquire of a discrepancy reported by the Office 
of the Controller in regards to the Net Funds Available amount.  This amount is primarily associated with the 
interest earned on the Nation’s Permanent Fund less certain amounts spent by the Nation or committed to be 
spent.  Based upon our inquiries into the matter, it appears that an adjustment to the Net Funds Available amount 
was made in 2013.  This adjustment had the affect of decreasing the Net Funds Available by between $600,000 
and $1,000,000. 

We understand that each year a reconciliation is prepared by the Office of the Controller which calculates the Net 
Funds Available based on the available balance of funds less expenditure and committed expenditure of the 
Nation.  During periodic review of the reconciliation by the Office of the Controller in 2013, it was determined 
that errors in the Net Funds Available calculation occurred in the 2010 and 2011 years which resulted in the 
required adjustment to the current Net Funds Available balance.  We understand these errors likely related to 
incorrect expenditure reporting being utilized in the Net Funds Available calculation in 2010 and 2011 or the 
failure to properly include expenditure occurring close to the Nation’s fiscal year end in the calculation in those 
years. 

As the error was captured through routine, periodic review, our investigation did not examine the matter further. 

Office of the Principal Chief 
 
Consultants and Vendors 
Grant Thornton was requested by the National Council to perform inquiries and analysis on consultants included 
in the expenditure amounts during the calendar years 2012 and 2013 with a specific focus on those consulting 
contracts authorized by the Office of the Principal Chief within the time period and six departments in scope.   

We understand that the Office of the Principal Chief may have had a role in the authorization of consultants for 
OneFire or other entities outside the current scope of our assignment.  We have not attempted to quantify or 
further analyze these possible consultant arrangements.  Due to the limited access to ESI as further described at 
the “Scope” and “Email Analysis” sections of this report, we were unable to perform further procedures to 
quantify or further analyze these possible consultant arrangements. 

The table below shows a summary of the top consultant expenditures authorized by Principal Chief Tiger during 
2012 and 2013.  Further detail of the expenditure related to these consultants including coding to program, 
account, and fund are detailed at Appendix 4. 

Consultant  2012  2013  Total 

Jennings David Colbert   $   296,740    $   295,865    $     592,605  

Campbell & Tiger, PLLC   $   213,836    $   235,355    $     449,191  
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Consultant  2012  2013  Total 

Centennial Tribal   $   202,275    $     98,695     $     300,970* 

Capitol Gains   $     65,000    $     78,000    $     143,000  

Pitchlynn & Williams   $     45,475   $              ‐      $        45,475  

Dan G. Kirby   $     42,000    $       3,000    $        45,000  

Pete Coser   $     25,541   $              ‐      $        25,541  

Total   $   890,867    $  710,915   $  1,601,782  

*$275,390 of this amount relates to invoices coded to the Office of the Principal Chief’s budget. The $275,390 was subsequently transferred from the Office of the 

Principal Chief’s budget to the Tribal Construction budget between 2012 and 2013. The remaining $25,000 relates to one Housing invoice. See “Expenditure 

Transfers between Departments” in the Office of the Controller section of the report.  

  
Our analysis of the contracts, invoices, and other documentation related to these consultants indicated that a 
number of these vendors have potential risk of waste, fraud, and abuse.  In particular the following concerns were 
highlighted during the investigation: 

 Limited Documentation:  Instances were noted where invoices provided for a number of the 
consultants were presented with varying levels of detail.  Some invoices contained minimal or no specifics 
as to the services performed or benefits provided to the Nation. 

 Contracts at Risk for Waste or Abuse:  A number consultants have been contracted on a retainer basis 
where payment was made to the consultant on a monthly basis without further details as to the services 
performed, hours worked, or additional detail of benefits to the Nation. 

 Expansive Consultant Roles:  We noted instances where the role undertaken by consultants “blurs” the 
delineation between what is generally considered a consultant (i.e. an external vendor) and what would be 
full-time employees of the Nation.  Particular consultants appeared to be acting as employees of the 
Nation as they regularly billed the Nation for the equivalent of 40+ hours per week and benefited from 
upfront payment of travel expenses by the Nation through travel advances. 

Other Findings  
Through the course of the investigation, other allegations arose that were in relation to the Office of the Principal 
Chief.  We presented these additional findings here for completeness but have not performed procedures to 
corroborate the completeness or accuracy of the allegations provided to us except as noted: 

 Allegations of Inappropriate Awarding of Contracts:  During our investigation, allegations were 
presented to us during interviews that the Office of the Principal Chief was awarding contracts and 
consulting arrangements to vendors based on their level of campaign contributions. We included specific 
keyword searches in relation to this topic in our analysis of the limited volume of ESI obtained (which did 
not include email from the Office of the Principal Chief).  Due to the limited access to ESI as further 
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described at the “Scope” and “Email Analysis” sections of this report, we were unable to perform further 
procedures to confirm or refute the alleged improper awarding of contracts. 

 Allegations of “Excessive” Travel:  During our investigation, allegations were raised that various 
members of the Office of the Principal Chief were involved with excessive travel that is not supported by 
appropriate “business reason” documentation (i.e. conference agendas, etc.).  
 
During our examination of emails, we observed email communications in the Office of the Controller 
expressing concern over the potential abuse of the Nation’s Citibank credit cards by Cabinet members of 
the Nation - see Travel Reimbursement in the “Office of the Controller” section of this report.  Grant 
Thornton has not investigated each of these specific allegations in relation to the Citibank credit cards of 
the Nation.  However, in our transactional and expense reimbursement analysis, a number of instances of 
inadequate support for travel expenses from the Office of the Principal Chief were noted. 
 

 Allegations of Personal Benefit: During our investigation, allegations arose that Principal Chief Tiger 
has benefited personally from business dealings of the Nation via Tulsa Riverwalk and the OneFire 
entities. We included specific keyword searches on this topic in our analysis of the limited volume of ESI 
obtained. Based on a limited scope and a limited email analysis (which did not include email from the 
Office of the Principal Chief), there were no specific findings related to the allegation to date.  Due to the 
limited access to ESI as further described at the “Scope” and “Email Analysis” sections of this report, we 
were unable to perform further procedures to further confirm or refute the alleged personal benefit from 
business dealings of the Nation. 

 Allegations of Expenditure Transfers: Please see Expenditure Transfers between Departments listed in the 
Office of the Controller section of the report.  
 

 Allegations of “Splitting” of Expenditure between Budget Line Items:  Please see “Splitting” of 
Expenditure between Budget Line Items listed in the Office of the Controller section of the report. 

At the time of this report, we have not conducted interviews with members of the Office of the Principal Chief.  

Department of Housing 
 
Examination of “Proceeds of Sale” Expenditure 
At the direction of the National Council, our analysis of the expenditure for the Department of Housing for the 
calendar years 2012 and 2013 was limited to those funds sourced from “Proceeds of Sale”.   

Based on the general ledger information provided to Grant Thornton, the expenditure sourced from Proceeds of 
Sale totaled $1.9 million and $840,635 in 2012 and 2013, respectively and was classified into 17 expense categories 
as further detailed in Appendix 5. 

Grant Thornton obtained supporting documentation such as invoices, and explanations from various members of 
the Department of Housing as to the spending across these accounts.  Our findings from these investigations were 
that the Proceeds of Sale expenditure appears to be related to the mission of the Department of Housing to 
provide Nation citizens with safe, efficient, and affordable housing:   
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 Spending in the largest categories at Appendix 5 such as “Alternative Housing” and “Direct Assistance” 
appear to be related to the purchase of housing and the emergency repair or rehabilitation of the houses 
of Nation and its citizens.  In particular, we were advised that the Proceeds of Sale expenditure is targeted 
at those citizens that have compelling cases for repair or rehabilitation of their home but may have been 
disqualified from Federally funded programs as a result of home ownership probate issues or the 
existence of lead in the home. 

 The “Contractual >5K” category contained expenditures that appeared to be related to legal services for 
the department but additionally included expenditures related to the vendors Centennial Tribal ($25,000) 
and Brandy Creek Development ($124,812).   

 We understand a number of the other accounts such as “Equipment”, “Fuel Purchases”, and “Vehicles” 
contained expenditures supporting the operation of the Structural Insulated Panel (SIPs) plant that is 
overseen by the department. 

Other Findings 
Through the course of the investigation, other allegations arose that were in relation to the Department of 
Housing.  We presented these additional findings here for completeness, but have not performed procedures to 
corroborate the completeness or accuracy of the allegations provided to us except as noted: 

 Allegations of Inappropriate Benefits and Abuse of Housing Waitlists:  During our investigation, 
allegations were presented to us during interviews that members or relatives of the National Council, 
Principal Chief Tiger, or the former Second Chief have inappropriately benefited from housing or 
received preferential treatment on housing waiting lists.  No documentation examined during the course 
of our analysis of the Proceeds of Sale expenditure supported this allegation.  We included specific 
keyword searches in relation to this topic in our analysis of the limited volume of ESI obtained (including 
the computer of the Director of Housing).  No emails examined to date resulting from these keywords 
supported these allegations. 

 Allegations of Conflicts of Interest:  During the course of interviews, allegations were raised that 
various relatives of the Director of Housing or members of the National Council were being unfairly or 
inappropriately placed in government positions in the Housing Department.  We understand that several 
members of the Director of Housing’s family including his wife and sister are employed within the 
department.  However, during interviews, we were advised that these family members are employed at 
compensation levels at or below equivalent market rates and that the Director of Housing has no 
influence on the remuneration of his family members working in the department. 

 Allegations of “Excessive” Travel:  During interviews, allegations were raised of possible “excessive” 
travel by Department of Housing employees or travel that is not supported by appropriate documentation 
of business reason for the travel.  In our analysis of Proceeds of Sales expenditures, we did not identify 
expenditures that appeared to be related to travel.  We have not expanded our investigation to consider 
the existence or appropriateness of Department of Housing travel in other areas of expenditure such as 
Federally sourced funding. 
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National Council 
Through the course of the investigation, other allegations arose that were in relation to the National Council.  We 
have presented these additional findings here for completeness, but have not performed procedures to corroborate 
the completeness or accuracy of the allegations provided to us except as noted: 

 Allegations of “Excessive” Travel:  During our investigation, allegations were raised that members of 
the National Council were involved with excessive travel that is not supported by appropriate “business 
reason” documentation (i.e. conference agendas, etc.).  In our transactional and expense reimbursement 
testing, instances of inadequate support for travel expenses were noted for the National Council.  At the 
time of this report, we have not expanded our investigation to include interviewing members of the 
National Council in relation to the potential deficiencies in travel documentation. 

 Allegations of Inappropriate Mileage Reimbursement:  Allegations were raised to us during interview 
that mileage reimbursements for members of the National Council have been claimed for travel not 
actually conducted or conducted for personal reasons.  During our interviews, we noted inadequate 
oversight regarding the reimbursement process for mileage reimbursement.  At the time of this report, we 
have not specifically tested the veracity of mileage reimbursements for members of the National Council. 

 Allegations of Conflict of Interest: Please see Allegations of Conflict of Interest listed under ‘Other Findings’ 
in the Department of Housing section of the report. 

Muscogee Nation Business Enterprises (“MNBE”) including Muscogee International (“MI”) and 
Trade and Commerce Authority (TCA) 
The forensic analysis of Muscogee Nation Business Enterprises included analysis of the general ledger accounting 
expenditure data for MNBE, MI, and TCA.  Refer to Appendix 6 for a summary of the expenditure for MNBE, 
MI, and TCA in calendar years 2012 and 2013 by account type. 

Vendor Invoices 
During the investigation, we analyzed a volume of expenditures related to vendors and examined the underlying 
supporting documentation.  Our selections were based on a multitude of risk factors.  In analyzing the invoices 
and support, we searched for items that could represent fraudulent or illicit activity between vendors and the 
associated MNBE entities.  Due to the unorganized manner in which the invoices were stored and in turn the 
inefficiencies in pulling these invoices, a number of invoices that were originally selected were not examined.  
However, the vendor invoices and transaction support that were examined appear to be valid and adequate 
support.  

Credit Cards and Expenses 
The investigation included a limited analysis of credit card statements.  Our analysis of credit card activity by 
MNBE related to travel, entertainment, and other related business expenditure indicates that a lack of policies at 
MNBE may be leading to expenditures by MNBE employees that is different from employees of the Nation and 
may not have been in compliance with comparable Nation policies and procedures.  To be clear, we did not find 
that MNBE employees were out of compliance, rather we found that MNBE is lacking policies comparable to the 
Nation. 
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As an example, we noted expensing of meals by MNBE employees that included alcohol, MNBE employees 
expensing meals while working locally in Okmulgee, and other meal charges at dollar amounts that may have been 
greater than those allowed by comparable policies covering employees of the Nation. 

We also noted there were months in which the credit card balances were not paid or not paid in full, which 
resulted in potentially unnecessary delinquent and interest charges. 

Communication with Council 
We received differing reports as to the communication and reporting of financial information occurring from 
MNBE to the National Council.  On the one hand, the National Council communicated that little to no 
information or reporting is received from MNBE.  On the other hand, MNBE considers there to be a frequent 
level of communication and adequate levels of financial reporting provided. 

Based on the limited nature of the ESI available to Grant Thornton, we were not able to fully investigate this issue 
as a part of our work.  However, we did identify a limited number of email communications from the management 
of MNBE to the National Council members in the limited population of emails examined. 
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Appendix 1 – Office of  the Second Chief  Petty 
Cash Transactions 
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Attorney Client Work Product

Privileged and Confidential

Appendix 1 ‐ Office of the Second Chief

Petty Cash Transactions

Account Date Description Additional Description Amount

Direct Assistance 3/22/2012 REIMB/PETTY CRYSTAL AIKINS 835.00$                   

Direct Assistance 3/22/2012 REIMB/PETTY CRYSTAL AIKINS 835.00$                   

Direct Assistance 5/31/2012 REIM PETTY CASH CRYSTAL AIKINS 395.00$                   

Direct Assistance 6/29/2012 REIM PETTY CASH CRYSTAL AIKINS 480.00$                   

Direct Assistance 7/30/2012 REIM/PETTY CASH CRYSTAL AIKINS 980.00$                   

Direct Assistance 8/30/2012 REIM/PETTY CASH CRYSTAL AIKINS 999.79$                   

Direct Assistance 9/26/2012 REIM PETTY CASH CRYSTAL AIKINS 675.58$                   

Direct Assistance 9/28/2012 REIM FOR PETTY CASH CRYSTAL AIKINS 200.00$                   

Direct Assistance 10/19/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,300.99$               

Direct Assistance 11/5/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 768.50$                   

Direct Assistance 11/5/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 266.00$                   

Direct Assistance 11/26/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,024.00$               

Direct Assistance 11/26/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 624.00$                   

Direct Assistance 11/26/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 400.00$                   

Direct Assistance 12/13/2012 REIM PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 2,149.25$               

Direct Assistance 1/7/2013 PETTY CASH REIMB. SONJA GOURD 2,215.00$               

Direct Assistance 1/16/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 2,100.00$               

Donations/Contributions 1/16/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 250.00$                   

Direct Assistance 1/30/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,600.00$               

Donations/Contributions 1/30/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 550.00$                   

Direct Assistance 1/31/2013 REIMB PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,200.00$               

Direct Assistance 3/6/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 2,555.00$               

Direct Assistance 3/6/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 1,460.00$               

Donations/Contributions 3/6/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 350.00$                   

Direct Assistance 3/19/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 4,167.00$               

Direct Assistance 4/16/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,490.00$               

Direct Assistance 4/22/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH/4‐ SONJA GOURD 3,485.00$               

Direct Assistance 5/7/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,802.00$               

Donations/Contributions 5/7/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 660.00$                   

Direct Assistance 5/16/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 2,400.00$               

Donations/Contributions 5/16/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 300.00$                   

Direct Assistance 6/10/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,020.00$               

Donations/Contributions 6/10/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,500.00$               

Direct Assistance 6/27/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 3,100.00$               

Donations/Contributions 6/27/2013 REPLENISH PETTY SONJA GOURD 1,300.00$               

Direct Assistance 7/12/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,840.00$               

Donations/Contributions 7/12/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 700.00$                   

Direct Assistance 7/25/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 600.00$                   

Donations/Contributions 7/25/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,750.00$               

Direct Assistance 7/31/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,800.00$               

Donations/Contributions 7/31/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 950.00$                   

Direct Assistance 8/12/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 4,250.00$               

Donations/Contributions 8/12/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 400.00$                   

Direct Assistance 8/20/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,050.00$               

Donations/Contributions 8/20/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,600.00$               

Direct Assistance 9/6/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 3,150.00$               

Donations/Contributions 9/6/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,350.00$               

Direct Assistance 9/23/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 2,600.00$               

Direct Assistance 9/23/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 2,600.00$               

Direct Assistance 9/30/2013 REIMBURSE PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 4,725.00$               

Direct Assistance 10/21/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 1,450.00$               

Donations/Contributions 10/21/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH SONJA GOURD 2,500.00$               

Direct Assistance 11/26/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH CRYSTAL RUTH 2,151.00$               

Donations/Contributions 11/26/2013 REPLENISH PETTY CASH CRYSTAL RUTH 2,140.00$               

Total 95,043.11$             
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Appendix 2 ‐ Office of the Second Cheif

Wal ‐Mart and Money Order Transactions

Account Description Date Additional Description Amount

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 3/29/2012 BNKCRD/IPODS‐ 184.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 4/10/2012 VOID PI#345201 ‐$                            

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 4/10/2012 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES‐ 184.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/29/2012 SHARON JONES/2ND 161.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/24/2012 BNKCRD/OSC 400.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 10/17/2012 BNKCRD/ASSISTANCE/OSC 850.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 10/30/2012 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES/OSC 124.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/8/2012 BNKCRD/ASSISTANCE/OSC 705.50$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/9/2012 BNKCRD/ASSISTANCE/OSC 216.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/14/2012 BNKCRD/ASSIST/OSC 700.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/15/2012 BNKCRD/ASSIST/OSC 1,401.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/26/2012 BNKCRD/ASSIST/OSC 1,401.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/28/2012 BNKCRD/ASSIST/OSC 500.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/29/2012 BNKCRD/OSC 600.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 11/29/2012 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES/OSC 802.10$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/10/2012 BNKCRD/ASSISTANCE/OSC 160.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/26/2012 BNKCRD/ASSISTANCE,K.D 851.40$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 1/7/2013 BNKCRD/DRIECT 2,302.80$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 1/17/2013 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES/OSC 500.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 1/18/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,301.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 1/29/2013 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES/OSC 100.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 1/30/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 166.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 2/5/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,581.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 2/18/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,352.10$                 

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 2/25/2013 BNKCRD/DONATION & 298.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 2/25/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,926.35$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 2/28/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 200.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 2/28/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,802.10$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/4/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 750.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/6/2013 BNKCRD/SUPP/DIRECT 590.70$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 3/11/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 800.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/11/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,100.70$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/15/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,901.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/18/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,856.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/22/2013 BNKCRD/ASSISTANCE/2ND 2,050.70$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/26/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 170.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 3/28/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 4/3/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 250.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 4/4/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,081.40$                 

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 4/9/2013 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES,DA,DO 900.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 4/9/2013 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES,DA,DO 951.40$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 4/12/2013 BNKCRD/TV/OSC 261.21$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 4/12/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 278.50$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 4/16/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 4/30/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,101.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/1/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 375.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/3/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 901.40$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 5/10/2013 BNKCARD/SUPPLIES/OSC 58.82$                        

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/13/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/DA/S 500.70$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 5/13/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/DA/S 700.70$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 5/17/2013 BNKCRD/DONATION/SECO 750.45$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 5/22/2013 BNKCRD/DONATION/SUPPL 450.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/22/2013 BNKCRD/DONATION/SUPPL 450.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/24/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 319.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 5/30/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 330.70$                      
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Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 6/1/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 951.40$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 6/5/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 300.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 6/6/2013 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES/SECON 1,506.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 6/14/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 1,201.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 6/19/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 650.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 6/20/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 625.70$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 6/25/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/CON 1,301.40$                 

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 7/10/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/SEC 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 7/10/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 7/10/2013 BNKCRD/MONEY ORDERS 1,211.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 7/11/2013 BNKCRD/MONEY ORDERS 1,576.40$                 

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 7/16/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS‐ 1,201.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 7/23/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 150.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 7/25/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/SEC 100.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 7/25/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 7/25/2013 BNKCRD/DIRECT 150.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 7/30/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/SEC 650.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 8/9/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SUPPLIES/SEC 200.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 8/9/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/SEC 500.70$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 8/12/2013 BNKCRD/DONATION/SECO 650.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 8/14/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 300.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 8/22/2013 BNKCRD/SUPPLIES/DONATI 550.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 8/29/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 400.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/4/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 500.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/13/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 991.40$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/20/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 400.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/23/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/25/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 1,201.40$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 9/26/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 200.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 10/1/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/CON 258.00$                      

Direct Assistance WALMART 10/2/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 250.00$                      

Direct Assistance WALMART 10/22/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 600.00$                      

Donations/Contributions WAL‐MART 10/29/2013 BNKCRD/DONATIONS/CON 526.00$                      

Expense 11/5/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐MART/OSC 45.94$                        

Expense 11/5/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐MART/OSC 53.62$                        

Expense 11/6/2013 REVERSE SWEEP/WAL‐ ‐$                            

Expense 11/6/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐GREENS/OSC 52.61$                        

Expense 11/27/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐MART/OSC 150.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/11/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 65.70$                        

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/16/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 550.00$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/16/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 650.70$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/18/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 1,400.00$                 

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/23/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 901.80$                      

Direct Assistance WAL‐MART 12/24/2013 BNKCRD/DA/SECOND 250.00$                      

Expense 12/27/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐MART/OSC 250.00$                      

Expense 12/27/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐MART/OSC 400.00$                      

Expense 12/30/2013 SWEEP/WAL‐MART/OSC 128.50$                      

Total 64,287.21$               
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Appendix 4 ‐ Detail of Top Consultant Expenditures

Office Fund Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual > 5k 203,644$             295,865$             499,509$                   

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Legal Services > 5k 24,232$               ‐$                       24,232$                      

Principal Chief Litigation and Lobbying (108230) Legal Services > 5k 11,664$               ‐$                       11,664$                      

Housing NAHASDA 11 (211111) Contractual > 5k 57,200$               ‐$                       57,200$                      

296,740$             295,865$             592,605$                   

Office  Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual > 5k 30,858$               ‐$                       30,858$                      

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Legal Services > 5k 140,138$             203,797$             343,935$                   

National Council MCN Gaming (108560) Legal Services > 5k 8,798$                 ‐$                       8,798$                        

Housing Proceeds of Sale (241112) Contractual > 5k 34,043$               31,558$                65,601$                      

213,836$             235,355$             449,191$                   

Office  Fund Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual >5k 177,275$             98,695$                275,970$                    *

Housing Proceeds of Sale (241112) Contractual > 5k 25,000$               ‐$                       25,000$                      

202,275$             98,695$                300,970$                   

*This amount was subsequently transferred from the Office of the Principal Chief’s budget to the Tribal Construction budget.

Office Fund Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual > 5k 6,500$                 58,500$                65,000$                      

Principal Chief Litigation and Lobbying (108230) Legal Services > 5k 58,500$               13,000$                71,500$                      

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Litigation Services ‐$                      6,500$                  6,500$                        

65,000$               78,000$                143,000$                   

Office Fund Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual > 5k 2,405$                 ‐$                       2,405$                        

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Legal Services > 5k 7,369$                 ‐$                       7,369$                        

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Litigation Services 29,986$               ‐$                       29,986$                      

Principal Chief Litigation and Lobbying (108230) Legal Services > 5k 1,538$                 ‐$                       1,538$                        

Council MCN Gaming (108560) Legal Services > 5k 4,176$                 ‐$                       4,176$                        

45,475$               ‐$                       45,475$                      

Office Fund Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual > 5k 18,000$               ‐$                       18,000$                      

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Litigation Services 24,000$               3,000$                  27,000$                      

42,000$               3,000$                  45,000$                      

Office Fund Account 2012 2013 Total

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Contractual > 5k 11,685$               ‐$                       11,685$                      

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Litigation Services 13,483$               ‐$                       13,483$                      

Principal Chief MCN Gaming (108560) Travel 373$                     ‐$                       373$                           

25,541$               ‐$                       25,541$                      

Dan G. Kirby

Pete Coser

Jennings David Colbert

Campbell & Tiger, PLLC

Centennial Tribal

Capitol Gains

Pitchlynn & Williams
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Appendix 5 - Proceeds of Sale 
Expense Categories

Total

ALTERNATIVE HOUSING 1,417,309$        71.6% 631,226$          75.1% 2,048,536$       
BLDG MAINT/REPAIRS 6,820$               0.3% 164$                  0.0% 6,984$              
COMMUNICATIONS ‐ OTHER 1,880$               0.1% 123$                  0.0% 2,003$              
CONTRACTUAL >5K 261,739$           13.2% 62,521$            7.4% 324,260$         
DIRECT ASSISTANCE 131,046$           6.6% 33,688$            4.0% 164,734$         
EQUIPMENT 78,950$            4.0% ‐$                   0.0% 78,950$           
EQUIPMENT LEASE/RENTAL ‐$                   0.0% 2,225$               0.3% 2,225$              
EQUIPMENT MAINT/REPAIR 3,482$               0.2% 6,880$               0.8% 10,362$           
EXPENSE ‐$                   0.0% 21,503$            2.6% 21,503$           
FUEL PURCHASES 11,844$            0.6% 9,959$               1.2% 21,802$           
POH REHAB ‐$                   0.0% 50,187$            6.0% 50,187$           
SUPPLIES 31,865$            1.6% 11,157$            1.3% 43,022$           
TELEPHONE/FAX ‐ ON SITE ‐$                   0.0% 4,292$               0.5% 4,292$              
UTILITIES 5,730$               0.3% 5,782$               0.7% 11,513$           
VEHICLE LEASE 2,940$               0.1% ‐$                   0.0% 2,940$              
VEHICLE MAINT/REPAIR 2,205$               0.1% 928$                  0.1% 3,133$              
VEHICLES 24,400$            1.2% ‐$                   0.0% 24,400$           
Total  Expenses 1,980,211$        840,635$          2,820,845$       

Proceeds of Sale
Expenses ($)

2012 2013
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Appendix 6 - MNBE, TCA, and MI 
Spending by Account Type

Total

Direct Labor (Professional Division) 5,051,654$       21.4% 4,176,398$       22.9% 9,228,052$      
Labor Sub‐contractors (Professional Division) 570,627$          2.4% 415,630$          2.3% 986,257$         
Travel‐Job related (Professional Division) 487,771$          2.1% 393,088$          2.2% 880,860$         
Other Direct Costs (Professional Division) 9,015,481$       38.2% 7,495,600$       41.1% 16,511,080$   
Office Wages (Professional Division) 513,659$          2.2% 608,188$          3.3% 1,121,847$      
Materials & Equipment (Security Division) 2,759,371$       11.7% 1,174,937$       6.4% 3,934,308$      
Subcontractors (Security Division) 1,297,931$       5.5% 214,900$          1.2% 1,512,831$      
All Other Accounts 3,903,364$       16.5% 3,759,191$       20.6% 7,662,556$      

Total Net Expenses 23,599,859$    18,237,932$    41,837,791$   

Total

Gasoline Purchases 10,070,003$    48.3% 10,943,374$    44.6% 21,013,377$   
Diesel Purchases 6,342,694$       30.4% 7,875,185$       32.1% 14,217,879$   
Tobacco Purchases 1,931,776$       9.3% 1,738,982$       7.1% 3,670,758$      
Food Purchases 576,410$          2.8% 703,932$          2.9% 1,280,342$      
Beverage Purchases 442,772$          2.1% 499,374$          2.0% 942,146$         
Salaries and Wages 44,450$            0.2% 1,106,497$       4.5% 1,150,946$      
All Other Accounts 2,013,874$       9.7% 2,387,510$       9.7% 4,401,384$      

Total Net Expenses 20,845,568$    24,550,922$    45,396,490$   

Total

Office Wages 37,895$            39.1% 235,102$          50.1% 272,997$         
Travel Expense 16,140$            16.7% 36,164$            7.7% 52,305$           
Direct Labor ‐$                   0.0% 33,883$            7.2% 33,883$           
Office Taxes 10,658$            11.0% 18,742$            4.0% 29,400$           
Direct Labor Sub‐Contractors ‐$                   0.0% 28,530$            6.1% 28,530$           
Legal Fees 10,184$            10.5% 13,941$            3.0% 24,124$           
Indirect Labor Development ‐$                   0.0% 19,289$            4.1% 19,289$           
Insurance Expense 567$                  0.6% 17,640$            3.8% 18,207$           
Office Medical 4,655$              4.8% 12,553$            2.7% 17,208$           
All Other Accounts 16,733$            17.3% 53,099$            11.3% 69,832$           

Total Net Expenses 96,833$            468,943$          565,775$         

2012 2013
Muscogee International

Net Expenses ($)
2012 2013

Muscogee Nation Business Enterprise

Net Expenses ($)
2012 2013

Trade and Commerce Authority

Net Expenses ($)
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